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Abstract: We report a novel scheme for photonic discrete-time quantum walks, using transverse 

spatial modes of photons and programmable spatial light modulators (SLM). Our scheme enables 

simulation of arbitrary steps, only limited by the SLM resolution.  
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The quantum walk is one of the most striking manifestations of how quantum interference leads to a strong 

departure between quantum and classical phenomena [1]. In its discrete version, namely, the discrete-time 

quantum walk (DTQW) [2], it offers a versatile platform for the exploration of a wide range of non-trivial 

geometric and topological phenomena [3-5]. Furthermore, DTQWs are robust platforms for modeling a variety 

of dynamical processes from excitation transfer in spin chains [6,7] to energy transport in biological complexes 
[8]. They enable to study multi-path quantum interference phenomena [9-11] and can provide for a route to 

universal quantum computing [2].  

In this contribution, we present a novel scheme for photonic DTQW, using transverse spatial modes of single 

photons and programmable spatial light modulators (SLM) to manipulate them (Figure 1). Unlike all previous 

mode-multiplexed implementations, either spatial-multiplexed [14,15] or time-multiplexed [16], this scheme 

enables simulation of an arbitrary step of the walker, only limited, in principle, by the SLM resolution. It works 
in an automated way by preparing the input state to the n-th step, applying a one-step evolution using the 

photon polarization as the quantum “coin”, and, finally, measuring the probability distribution at the output 

spatial modes.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. (a) Discretization of a single-photon spatial amplitude profile in transverse modes along the x-direccion. (b) Sketch of the proposed 

optical setup for preparation of the n-th step walker coin state. (c) Phase masks addressed at the phase-only SLM. (d) Optical module for 

implementing one step |ψn〉→|ψn+1〉 [18].         

 

 A central feature for the operation of our photonic DTQW module will be the use of programmable spatial light 

modulators. These devices, based on liquid crystal display, consist of a two-dimensional array of pixels, 

each of which, when properly configured, can control the amplitude, phase or polarization of the incident light 



     field. Let ψ(r) be the quantum state of a paraxial and monochromatic single-photon multimode field horizontally 

polarized, where r = (x,y) is the transverse position coordinate and ψ(r) is the normalized transverse probability 

amplitude. By manipulating the transverse amplitude ψ(r) with a phase only SLM, it is possible to prepare 

arbitrary superpositions of the form ∑j βj|j> with ∑j|βj|2 = 1, where {|j>} represent the orthogonal transverse 
modes in the x-direction [17]. As shown in Figure 1(b), the output state from this scheme is imaged in a second 

SLM that will control the coin quantum coin state encoded in the photon polarization. Afterwards, the prepared 

walker-coin state  in the n-th step goes through the one-step module constituted of a half-wave plate and 

polarizing beam displacer as sketched in Figure 1(d). With this scheme, will be able to simulate the 1D DTQW 

for steps (large values of n) that cannot be achieved with implementations like time- or spatial-multiplexing.   
 
We discuss current applications of such photonic DTQW architectures in quantum simulation of topological 

effects [15,16], and extensions of our proposed scheme shown in Figure 1 to the use of non-local coin 

operations based on two-photon hybrid entanglement [17]. 
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Introduction 

Theoretical Model  

Numerica simulations  

Proposed  Experimental Scheme using SLMs 
 

• We analyze photonic discrete-time quantum walks (DTQW) using spatial 
light modulators (SLMs), in combination with bi-photons produced via 
Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion (SPDC).  

• We analyze the interplay between a non-trivial topology, described by a 
linear QW Hamiltonian (HQW), on the phase-matching condition 
characterizing bi-photons produced by of SPDC,  described by a non-linear 
Hamiltonian (HSPDC).  

• We propose a novel experimental scheme using SLMs which can enable  

implementation of DTQWs with an arbitrary number of steps, only limited 
by the resolution  of the SLMs. We present preliminary experimental results 

• We propose applications in DTQW with non non-local coin operations  

2.1 SPDC Hamiltonian (HSPDC)  

2.2  Split-step Quantum Walk Hamiltonian (HQW) 

6-Discussion and Outlook 

(a) Pump Envelope (b) Phase matching condition 

Measured intensity patterns for spatial qudits  at image plane  
(left column) and interference plane (right column) [7]. 
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(a)-(d) Experimental set-up for implementation of proposed scheme using spatial qudits 
generated via SLMs [2]. The advantage of our scheme is that it enables implementation of 
an arbitrary number of steps (n) only l imited by  there solution of SLM itself. 
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Numerical simulation of coupling  
efficiency   ( Γ) in the Fourier domain.  

Numerical simulation of coupling  
efficiency  ( Γ) in the Fourier domain.  

• We proposed a novel scheme for implementation of arbitrary  steps (n) 
in discrete-time quantum walks (DTQW) using SLMs.  

• We analyzed the interplay between quantum walk (QW) topology and 

spatial properties of photon pairs produced by SPDC [3].  
• As a future work, we expect to characterize the robustness of 

topological phases and  their characteristic bound states against 
amplitude and phase noise, as well as to decoherence, by tracing over 
spatial modes of the field.  

• One of the main goals is to investigate the use of non-local coin 
operations, in addition to parametric amplifiers as a means of 
simulating many-body effects in topological phases. Moreover, we 
intend to test the feasibility of entanglement engineering and 
topological protection approaches  using DTQW [2,3,4].  

 

Applications in DTQW with non-local coins   

Preliminary Experimental results  

(a)Schematic of a soure for non-local walker-coin states based on hibrid photonic 
entanglement [2].  (b) DTQW with non.locat coin operations using this soure. 
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